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Host particles

Mobile impurity

Spin-up particles

Spin-down particle

Mobile impurity = itinerant ferromagnet



Excitations in one-dimensional itinerant ferromagnets

Take bosons or fermions in 1D carrying spin (1/2 for simplicity)

Excitations: longitudinal spin waves (linear dispersion = plasmons) 

Excitations: transverse spin waves (quadratic dispersion = magnons)

Effective mass

Consider ferromagnetic state (which is not necessarily ground state)



δ interacting bosons/fermions: Bethe-Ansatz solvable

(iso)spin 1/2 bosons/fermions,
spin-independent interaction:

Bethe-Ansatz solvable when

C. N. Yang, PRL19, 1312 (1967); 
M. Gaudin, Phys. Lett. A 24, 55 (1967) 

Dimensionless coupling:

Dispersion of bosons with spin:

Dispersion of spinless boson gas:

Wave functions, spectrum
and thermodynamics are known

Yang - Gaudin model



Effective mass in the Yang-Gaudin model

Tonks-Girardeau (TG) limit: short-range potential

Effective mass diverges in the TG limit: 

(it costs no energy to flip a spin when              )

J. N. Fuchs et. al., PRL95, 150402 (2005)

Bogoliubov limit
(bosons)/
no name
(fermions)

Tonks-Girardeau
limit

This plot is for 
bosonic Yang-
Gaudin model
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This plot is for 
fermionic
Yang-Gaudin
model

J. B. McGuire, 
J. Math. Phys.6, 432 (1965)



Here
Luttinger parameter

Infinite repulsion: spin-down (red) particle cannot exchange the 
position with its neighbors

“logarithmic   
diffusion”

oras

Results:

Limit of infinite repulsion (TG): logarithmic diffusion

Spin flip = change particle color

M. B. Zvonarev, V. V. Cheianov, T. Giamarchi, PRL99, 240404 (2007)



How to get logarithmic diffusion: bosonization reminder

Consider equation of motion for the 1D fluid:  

gives deviation of the particle density         from average value,

Quantization:         such that  leads us to

Boson creation operator:

Luttinger parameter

Compressibility



Operator counts the number of crossings!

Solution: from spinful problem to spinless

Word lines of the 
particles (path integral 
formalism):
Solid curves: spin up
come from
Dashed curve: spin down
comes from

Solid and dashed curves should not cross each other! – the only effect of spin

Solid lines do not disappear        continuity equation:

Yes No



Estimate for the escape time

The “red” particle is trapped between impenetrable neighbors

Estimate for the escape time can be obtained from the Kronig-Penney model:

“Red” and “blue” particles can exchange positions:

What happens when               ?



Green’s function for strong but finite repulsion

‘Trapped’ regime: ‘Open’ regime:

Green’s function of the free particle

We recover limiting case

M. B. Zvonarev, V. V. Cheianov, T. Giamarchi, PRL99, 240404 (2007)



Intensity plot of                      in the        plane at 

Dynamics of spin excitations at finite interaction strength

White dotted line:
crossover from 
‘trapped’ to ‘open’
regime:

Dashed green lines:
lightcone
corresponding to
density excitations
of spinless bosons



Universal dynamics & edge singularity
in the momentum space



Excitation spectrum of the 1D non-interacting Fermi gas

Single particle-hole pair spectrum

Has a gap at 
finite momentum

Fermi sea

Multiple particle-hole pair spectrum

Single particle dispersion



Excitation spectrum of the 1D interacting Fermi gas

Like in the non-interacting case, has a gap at all finite momenta:
(except for multiple integers of         )

Threshold  energy

enumerates all the states with total momentum

No excitations below

Proved by perturbation theory, numerics, exactly solvable models

Multiple particle-hole pair spectrum

Zoom in



Spectral functions: definition & non-interacting case

Dynamic structure factor:  gives absorption rate of a photon with 

Energy  

Momentum 

No interaction Photon creates single particle-hole pair:



Spectral functions: effects of the interaction

Multiple particle-hole pairs can be excited

Some spread of structure functions is expected  

Interaction  

Threshold remains

High momentum tail spreads

Interaction



Spectral functions: threshold singularities

Looking for the universal properties Looking at low energies 

Look at the behavior near the edge of the spectrum

Zoom in

Or

Power law singularity:

Momentum is arbitrary !!! The result of the last 4 year’s activity of 
many! people (see Imambekov's talk)

New!

Old!

Universal behavior:



Back to real space: get               from

We know near threshold

we know               as

Using symmetry

Logarithmic diffusion for 
… ??? … for

we expand            and                at

Fourier transform:

How Luttinger physics can appear as              ? 

Luttinger
form of the
Green's
function!



Do we have experiments/numerics for

Momentum space

Real space



Experiment/numerics in momentum space

“Typical” numerical plot of the structure factor (this one is for the
Heisenberg magnet).



More numerics in momentum space

Some structure factors for the spin ladder

Phys. Rev. B 83, 054407 

(2011)

Pierre Bouillotet. al., Phys. Rev. B 83, 054407 (2011)



How to extract exponents from numerics of such precision - see 
Imambekov's talk)

Example of numerics



May be experiments in cold gases could do it better?

There is no "no go" theorem but!

To resolve the exponents of the edge singularity of 
the structure functions is a difficult and open problem 

for both numerics and "solid state" experiment



Are so far done with the impurity subjected to the 
external (gravity) force

=

driven motion problem
in the real space

Why should we always stick to the momentum space?



First (cold gases) experiment
Stefan Palzer, Christoph Zipkes, Carlo Sias, and Michael Köhl, PRL 103, 150601 (2009)

Quantum Transport through a Tonks-Girardeau Gas

Quantum impurity is driven by the gravity force 



Details of the experiment

Red: impurity; blue: host particles

Red: host centre mass;
blue: impurity centre mass

dashed line: free falling particle 

Looks like particle falling with effective
mass,

Finale velocity is more than
2 x sound velocity



Do we have a theory for such a problem?



The above cited papers are about the impurity of 
infinite mass moving with constant velocity



What do we know about the finite mass impurity 
under the external force?

The above paper further develops the ideas of some previous works



This paper is about effective hydrodynamic theory

Suggested equation of motion for the impurity:

2 crucial statements:

1: viscosity coefficient

2: velocity is the edge of the excitation spectrum



Dimensionless coupling:

Dispersion of bosons with spin:

Dispersion of spinless boson gas:

Bosons with spin-independent
interaction:

How hydrodynamic theory is solved for strong repulsion

Strong
repulsion:
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How hydrodynamic theory is solved for strong 
repulsion II

It is said that the viscosity coefficient is independent of velocity, therefore



Summary

Mobile impurity in the quantum gas has non-Luttinger dynamics in real 
space due to quadratic dispersion

This non-Luttinger behavior can be obtained from looking at the behavior 
of the structure functions near the edge of the excitations spectrum

Many details of the edge behavior of the spectral functions are yet difficult 
to get in the numerics&experiment

The hope is that the real-space dynamics of impurity have some 
pronounced features (e.g. logarithmic diffusion) which are "easy" to 
observe in the numerics&experiment.

Cold gases are good for working with real-time dynamics of impurity

There is only one published experiment on the 1D impurity motion (driven 
by constant external force), but several other experiments are on the way.



Some details on the edge exponents not shown in the 
talk



Excitations near threshold energy

Consider spectral function 

Hint: look at free fermions: 

Problem: classify excitations with arbitrary     and

Multiple particle-hole pair spectrum

Zoom in



Excitations near threshold energy (continued)

Excitation with momentum

and energy 

Excitations with momentum

and energy close to 

single deep hole and many particle-hole 
pairs close to Fermi points

single deep hole

Interacting (integrable) systems: like free fermion case! 

Conjecture



Effective theory near the edge of the spectrum

Free plasmons = particle-hole pairs near Fermi points = Luttinger Liquid:

Plasmons linearly coupled
to the deep hole: deep hole

depend on    !!!

Should be a minimal theory of the 1D polaron problem:
free plasmons interacting with a deep hole



Dynamical structure factor for

Exited states  are made by one magnon and arbitrary number of plasmons
(particle-hole pairs or density fluctuations)

Similar to a polaron problem

Effective model: magnon carries momentum   , its dispersion has a
minimum around    . Plasmons have a linear dispersion.

Effective Hamiltonian:

Free plasmons = Luttinger Liquid
Plasmons linearly coupled
to the magnon



Effective theory & behavior in the momentum space

Free plasmons = Luttinger Liquid:

Plasmons linearly coupled
to the magnon

magnon

depend on    !!!

Momentum is arbitrary !!!



Threshold singularities for interacting fermions

Luttinger Liquid theory works here:If

Non-Luttinger

Polaron exists Polaron washed out



Threshold singularities for interacting fermions

Free plasmons,

Free plasmons interact with mobile impurity: polaron problem


